Forests as promoters of terrestrial life-history strategies in East African amphibians
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Many amphibian lineages show terrestrialization of their reproductive strategy and breeding is partially or completely independent of water. A number of causal factors have been proposed for the evolution of terrestrialized breeding. While predation has received repeated attention as a potential factor, the influence of other factors such as habitat has never been tested using appropriate data or methods. Using a dataset that comprises 180 amphibian species from various East African habitats, we tested whether species occurring in different habitats show different patterns of terrestrialization in their breeding strategy. We recovered a significant association between terrestrialized breeding strategies and forest habitats. In general, forest seems to act as a facilitator, providing a permissive environment for the evolution of terrestrialized breeding strategies. However, while terrestrial oviposition is strongly correlated with lowland and montane forest habitat, complete terrestrial development is significantly correlated with montane forest only, indicating different selective pressures acting at different steps towards complete terrestrial development.

1. Introduction

Variations in life-history traits are known to be strongly associated with habitat [1–3]. This is evident from strategies adopted by individuals in a population along environmental gradients [4,5] and, on a broader scale, among taxa dispersed along altitudinal or latitudinal gradients or across habitats [6,7]. Investigating the ecological factors associated with the distribution of organisms with differing life-history strategies provides an opportunity to elucidate selective factors favouring particular life-history strategies in different environments.

Among major groups of vertebrates, amphibians exhibit by far the greatest diversity of reproductive strategies and have departed in many ways from the ancestral state of aquatic eggs and larvae that metamorphose into a more or less terrestrial adult [8]. For anurans alone, 39 reproductive modes have been described that have different combinations of traits, including oviposition site, developmental characters, larval habitat and the degree of parental care [8–10]. Thirty of the 39 described modes are characterized by some degree of terrestrial reproduction.

Globally, extant amphibian assemblages display differences in life-history strategies, possibly as an adaptive response to local conditions [11]. A number of hypotheses have been put forward to explain the various modes of terrestrial reproduction in amphibians in general and particularly in anurans. Lutz [12] and Tihen [13] suggested that the driving factor for the evolution of terrestrial egg deposition was predation on aquatic eggs and larvae, and plasticity in life-history traits as a response to predation is now well documented [5,14,15]. Others stressed the influence of the physical environment on the evolution of...
terrestrial reproductive modes in amphibians (e.g. topography [16]; forest habitats [17]). Several recent studies have found a correlation between the diversity of reproductive modes in amphibians and the amount of rainfall, with more terrestrialized reproductive modes generally being present in more humid areas [18,19].

We analysed the distribution of amphibian species and their reproductive strategies across the lowland and highlands of East Africa, a region with a diverse array of habitats, including the Eastern Arc Mountains with montane grasslands and forests, and a broad range of different lowland habitats [20]. The high diversity of species, varying reproductive strategies, and different habitat types in East Africa makes it a suitable system for testing the influence of habitat on the evolution of terrestrialization of reproductive strategies. More specifically, we tested whether terrestrialized breeding strategies are evenly distributed or significantly associated with particular environments.

2. Material and methods

(a) Species sampling and breeding biology

We assembled a dataset of 166 anuran and 14 caecilian species of the East African coastal lowlands and the Eastern Arc Mountain chain, based on species lists and field survey data (see the electronic supplementary material). We assigned species to one of four habitat types—lowland forest, lowland non-forest, montane forest and montane grasslands—based on information from IUCN [21], Poynton et al. [22] and our own assessment of the taxa (see the electronic supplementary material).

Information on breeding biology was taken from the literature, particularly Channing & Howell [23] and the global amphibian assessment database [21], and references therein. We used a three state coding scheme to categorize breeding biology: 0—aquatic eggs and larvae, 1—terrestrial eggs and aquatic larvae, 2—complete terrestrial development.

Of the 180 amphibians included, 64 are predominantly non-forest coastal lowland species, 11 coastal lowland forest species, 90 montane forest species and 15 montane grassland species (see figure 1 and electronic supplementary material). Sixty species were categorized as aquatic, 42 as semi-terrestrial and 71 as completely terrestrial breeders. The breeding biology of seven species was unknown (see figure 1 and electronic supplementary material).

(b) Comparative analysis of breeding biology

We assembled a phylogeny for all East African taxa (see the electronic supplementary material for details). Correlates of breeding strategy and habitat types were identified using a phylogenetic generalized least-squares approach [25] using the package APE [26] in R v. 2.13.0 [27]. The regression models corrected for phylogenetic non-independence by implementing a Brownian motion (BM), a Pagel’s lambda (λ) or an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) error structure. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) scores of each regression were compared (models with ΔAIC > 2 were deemed as acceptable alternative models). A number of different analyses were performed to explore potential bias in the data (see the electronic supplementary material).

Our coding system for the breeding biology of amphibians is based on two traits: place of egg deposition and larval habitat. To test whether the evolution of these two traits is correlated with a particular environment, any habitat recovered as having a significant correlation with breeding strategy was carried forward, and correlated evolution was tested using the DISCRETE module in BAYESTRAITS [28]. Both likelihood and Bayesian approaches were implemented, and likelihood ratio (LR) and Bayes factor (BF) scores of models where habitat and life-history traits evolve dependently or independently of each other were compared. LR scores follow a χ² distribution with 4 d.f., and a difference in BF scores greater than 10 was considered as strong evidence in favour of one model over the other (see the electronic supplementary material for model settings).

The sequence alignment, phylogeny and all comparative analysis datasets were deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.8f74d [24].

3. Results

Habitat type and breeding biology contain a phylogenetic signal (λ = 0.635 and λ = 0.985, respectively). Regression models that incorporate a λ error structure outperformed the BM and OU models, with an AIC score of 46.735 over the BM and OU scores of 93.847 and 51.005, respectively. The λ model shows that, against non-forest lowland habitats, lowland and montane forests have a significant, positive effect on the terrestrialization of breeding biology. Montane grasslands have no effect on terrestrialized breeding, indicating that altitude as such does not appear to be associated with terrestrialized reproduction (table 1).

Because both types of forest have a positive effect on terrestrialization of breeding strategy, both were carried forward to the BAYESTRAITS analysis to test for correlated evolution of habitat and either terrestrial oviposition or terrestrial larval development (including direct development, ovoviviparity and viviparity). LR and log-BF tests demonstrate significant correlations between terrestrial egg-laying and both montane and lowland forest habitat (LR = 36.221, p < 0.001, BF = 22.454 and LR = 10.922, p < 0.05, BF = 11.696, respectively; table 2). Furthermore, the likelihood analyses reveal that montane forest is also significantly correlated with terrestrial larval development (LR = 12.512, p < 0.05, although this conclusion is not supported by the Bayesian analysis, BF = -1.776; table 2), whereas both likelihood and Bayesian analyses indicate no correlation between terrestrial larval development and lowland forest (LR = 0.154, p = 0.997, BF = 4.125). The BAYESTRAITS analyses robustly indicate that forest in general is linked to the evolution of terrestrial egg deposition. Additional, somewhat more equivocal evidence suggests that the evolution of terrestrial larval development is associated specifically with montane, but not with lowland forest. These results remain robust even when excluding newly discovered species and also when excluding viviparous and ovoviviparous species, all of which are predominately found in montane forest areas (see the electronic supplementary material).

4. Discussion

Many amphibian species worldwide show partly or fully terrestrialized modes of reproduction. However, until now the link between habitat and terrestrialization of amphibian life history had not been assessed quantitatively within a comparative phylogenetic and geographical framework. Our analysis recovered forest as the best predictor of the distribution of amphibians with terrestrialized reproductive modes in East Africa. This suggests that forest may play a role in the evolution and maintenance of terrestrialized reproductive modes, assuming a stable association between
Figure 1. Phylogeny and phylogenetic distribution of habitat preference and breeding biology of East African amphibians. (Online version in colour.)
species and their habitat throughout their evolutionary history. This study does not support or reject hypotheses on the precise causal factors that drive the evolution of different breeding strategies, but it is the first study to quantify the trend observed in previous studies that terrestrial forms of breeding are associated with particular environments [16,17].

Terrestrial egg-laying in East Africa is strongly correlated with forest habitat of any kind, which suggests that common biotic and/or abiotic factors of low- and highland forests promote terrestrial egg-laying. Humidity has recently been shown to influence the occurrence of terrestrial breeders [5,18,19]. Forest may be instrumental in providing humidity levels permissive for the evolution of terrestrial oviposition, e.g. owing to a lower risk of egg desiccation. At the same time complete terrestrial development is associated with montane forest only, suggesting selective factors that are unique to that environment. Topographic complexity and the availability of aquatic breeding sites are different in lowland and montane forests, and might explain the observed differences in developmental habitat. Montane forest habitats are generally characterized by a paucity of standing bodies of water and, at least at times, by swift-flowing streams, both of which might exert strong selective pressures against aquatic larvae and thus promote complete terrestrial development (including viviparity and ovoviviparity; [29]). Interestingly, dragonflies, damselflies and water beetles (whose larvae are important predators of amphibian larvae) show similar patterns of terrestrial breeding specialization in relation to montane forest habitats [30–32]. We conclude that terrestrially breeding East African amphibians have strong affinities with forests, particularly montane forests, and we predict that analyses in other regions will produce broadly similar results.
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